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Abstract

Despite their high predictive performance, machine learning (ML) algorithms
are often considered as black boxes or uninterpretable models which has
raised concerns from practitioners and regulators. We propose in this paper
a class of partial linear models that are inherently interpretable that also
competes with sophisticated ML algorithms in terms of predictive perfor-
mance. Specifically, this article introduces GAM-lasso (GAMLA) and GAM-
autometrics (GAMA) models, which combine parametric and non-parametric
functions to accurately capture linearities and non-linearities prevailing be-
tween dependent and explanatory variables, into a variable selection proce-
dure to control for overfitting issues. We illustrate the predictive performance
and interpretability of GAMLA and GAMA from a regression and a classi-
fication problem. The results show that GAMLA and GAMA outperform
parametric models and parametric models augmented by quadratic, cubic
and interaction effects. Moreover, the results also suggest that the perfor-
mance of our new models is not significantly different from that of benchmark
ML algorithms and is even better in some cases.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, machine learning (ML) algorithms have received considerable at-
tention in the literature and overshadowed traditional econometric models in most
applications. Although econometrics and ML have developed in parallel, both
approaches share the common goal of building predictive models. For that pur-
pose, econometrics relies on probabilistic models describing economic phenomena,
whereas ML builds upon smart algorithms learning on their own. However, ML
algorithms have recently been shown to be more effective than traditional econo-
metric approaches for modelling complex relationships (Varian, 2014; Lessmann
et al., 2015; Charpentier et al., 2018; Gunnarsson et al., 2021). Indeed, unlike tra-
ditional econometric models, these algorithms are able to capture many complex
non-linear relationships through non-parametric approaches, resulting in higher
predictive performance. The dominance of ML models in terms of predictive per-
formance, in addition to several other advantages, has led these techniques to be
used in several industries. For example, banks and fintech firms are currently con-
sidering ML algorithms as challenger models (ACPR, 2020) in the context of credit
scoring, and in some cases ML models are even used for credit production (Hurlin
and Pérignon, 2019).

However, ML algorithms raise a very important issue for the industry due
to their lack of interpretability. Indeed, most of these algorithms are generally
considered to be “black-boxes”, i.e., the opacity of ML techniques leads users to
predictions and decision processes that cannot be easily interpreted. The lack
of interpretability is currently one of the main limitations of ML algorithms and
raises concerns in many applications such as medicine, law, military or finance.
ML algorithms need to be interpretable to justify predictions made by the models.
For example, in the financial industry, executives need to be able to understand the
model to justify their decisions, and regulators require interpretability to ensure
that the algorithm used is fair.1 Furthermore, the lack of interpretability of ML
algorithms is currently one of the major concerns of financial regulators regarding
the governance of artificial intelligence approaches in the financial industry (Bracke
et al., 2019; ACPR, 2020; EBA, 2020; EC, 2020).

To address this issue, the literature has recently focused on interpretable ML
methods.2 Specifically, many model-agnostic methods have been proposed to in-
terpret the ex post predictions of black-box models. For example, we can cite
here the partial dependence plot (Friedman, 2001), accumulated local effect (Ap-
ley and Zhu, 2020), local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (Ribeiro et al.,

1See Barocas et al. (2018) for more details on the fairness of ML techniques in a general
context and Hurlin et al. (2021) and Kozodoi et al. (2021) in the context of credit scoring.

2Interpretable ML methods seek to explain the behaviour and predictions of ML algorithms.
See Molnar et al. (2020) for more details on interpretable ML.
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2016) or SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017).3 However, interpretations obtained
from these methods can be inaccurate representations of the original relationships
and potentially mislead users to accept incorrect recommendations, which can be
harmful in a high-stakes decision-making context (Rudin, 2019).

Within this context, we propose in this paper a class of models that are in-
herently interpretable. Instead of explaining the predictions of black boxes, we
design models that are fundamentally interpretable and compete with ML algo-
rithms in terms of predictive performance. Denoted as GAM-lasso (GAMLA) and
GAM-autometrics (GAMA), these models combine the predictive performance of
ML approaches with the inherent interpretability of econometric models. Formally,
this class of models is based on a generalized additive model (GAM) augmented
by linear interaction effects. However, due to the possibly large number of inter-
action effects, we perform variable selection on interactions to avoid overfitting
issues. For that purpose, we rely on the lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) and autometrics
(Doornik et al., 2009) approaches. Finally, as the models involve linear (interaction
effects) and non-linear (smooth functions of GAM) terms, the variable selection is
performed based on the double residual approach of Robinson (1988).

This class of models has several advantages. First, these models are fundamen-
tally interpretable, unlike ML algorithms. Indeed, GAMLA and GAMA inherit the
simplicity of interpretation of traditional econometric models. Specifically, while
smooth functions allow a simple interpretation of the estimated relationships pre-
vailing between dependent and predictive variables, interaction effects can be inter-
preted as in a simple linear model because they are introduced linearly. Moreover,
the importance of predictive variables can easily be measured from the marginal
effects, as in standard econometric models. GAMLA and GAMA thus allow a sim-
ple interpretation of prediction and decision processes, unlike ML algorithms. This
class of models is also consistent with the recent literature promoting inherently
interpretable models instead of interpretable ML methods (Rudin, 2019; Rudin
and Radin, 2019; Rudin et al., 2021).

Second, GAMLA and GAMA are able to compete with ML algorithms in terms
of predictive performance. Indeed, the combination of smooth functions and in-
teraction effects allows them to capture different types of non-linear effects, i.e.,
non-linear effects in covariates and their interactions, similarly to ML algorithms.
Specifically, GAMLA and GAMA can even outperform ML algorithms. Indeed,
the recent success of ML algorithms has made the literature forget that paramet-
ric models can outperform non-parametric models in terms of predictive power if
they are well specified. Therefore, one objective of this approach is also to recon-
cile the literature with parametric models by showing that a flexible and accurate
parametrization of parametric models can lead to high predictive performance.

Third, our approach can also be considered a systematisation of a common
3See Molnar (2019) for an overview of interpretable ML methods.
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method used by many practitioners to improve the predictive performance of lin-
ear models. Indeed, practitioners usually include ad hoc parametric functions
to capture non-linearities, such as quadratic, cubic or interaction effects (Hurlin
and Pérignon, 2019). GAMLA and GAMA thus share some similarities with the
penalised logistic tree regression (PLTR) model of Dumitrescu et al. (2021), de-
veloped in the context of credit scoring. Indeed, both models propose to improve
the predictive performance of linear models by automatically capturing non-linear
effects. However, while the PLTR is based on univariate and bivariate thresh-
old effects obtained from short-depth decision trees, GAMLA and GAMA rely on
smooth functions and interaction effects.

We provide a set of Monte Carlo experiments to assess the predictive perfor-
mance and variable selection consistency of our new class of models. The results
suggest that GAMLA and GAMA accurately capture non-linear relationships, un-
like the approaches commonly employed by practitioners, and are competitive with
benchmark ML algorithms. Moreover, we show that the double residual approach
of Robinson (1988) leads GAMLA and GAMA to consistent selection of variables.
The results also suggest the use of GAMA because it allows for the selection of
a large number of relevant variables while controlling for the number of irrelevant
variables, unlike GAMLA.

Finally, we illustrate the practical usefulness of GAMLA and GAMA using
data on regression and classification problems. To that end, we measure the pre-
dictive performance of our models using popular measures of performance as well
as inference procedures and compare them to the benchmark models in the econo-
metrics and ML literatures. We show that GAMLA and GAMA achieve higher
predictive performance than linear models, even when augmented by parametric
functions used by practitioners. Moreover, the results suggest that our models
compete with sophisticated ML algorithms in terms of predictive performance and
outperform them in some cases. We also illustrate the interpretability of our new
class of models. For that purpose, we assess the parsimony of GAMLA and GAMA
and show the simple interpretation of estimated relationships and decision rules
through graphical representations of smooth functions and marginal effects. The
results suggest that GAMLA and GAMA remain interpretable despite capturing
complex non-linear relationships, unlike ML algorithms.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present
the main advantages of ML algorithms as well as the main limitations of traditional
linear models and introduce our new class of interpretable models. Section 3 is
devoted to Monte Carlo experiments. In Section 4, two empirical applications are
proposed to illustrate the potential of GAMLA and GAMA. Finally, we conclude
the article in Section 5.
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2 Competing with Black Boxes: An Interpretable
Parametric Model

In this section, we present a class of partial linear models that is able to com-
pete with sophisticated ML algorithms in terms of predictive performance while
remaining interpretable. The first part of the section describes why ML algorithms
achieve high predictive performance and provides a brief presentation of current
benchmark ML algorithms. The second part presents the pitfalls of parametric
models in that respect. Finally, the last part of the section is devoted to the
presentation of our new class of partial linear models.

2.1 Machine Learning, Non-linear Effects and Interactions

Consider a regression problem involving a dependent variable y P R and a p-
dimensional vector of predictive variable X “ pX1, . . . , Xpq P Rp. Recent years
have witnessed a paradigm shift in terms of the models used to make predictions.
Indeed, ML algorithms have progressively replaced parametric models in many
applications where the main objective is to build accurate predictions. In general,
ML algorithms can be defined such as

y “ f pXq ` ε, (1)

where f p.q is a non-parametric function and ε an i.i.d. error term with zero mean
and variance σ2

ε . The main reason for the increased use of ML models is that
these algorithms lead to very high predictive performance and currently outper-
form parametric models traditionally used by practitioners. The hegemony of ML
algorithms over parametric models has been highlighted in several contexts, such
as in the credit scoring literature (Paleologo et al., 2010; Finlay, 2011; Lessmann
et al., 2015).4 The high performance of ML algorithms derives from the fact that
the non-parametric functions f p.q used by these approaches are able to accurately
capture complex non-linear effects of covariates and interaction effects. Specifically,
instead of specifying a certain relationship between the dependent and explanatory
variables, these non-parametric functions f p.q rely almost exclusively on data to
detect non-linearities and interaction effects prevailing between y and X.

Among the many algorithms proposed in the ML literature, ensemble methods
such as the random forest (Breiman, 2001) and gradient boosting (Friedman, 2001)
have been shown to lead to very accurate predictions and even become benchmark
models in terms of predictive performance (Lessmann et al., 2015; Grennepois

4Credit scoring is one of the first fields to which ML algorithms were applied in economics.
See, for instance, Makowski (1985), Henley and Hand (1996), Desai et al. (1996), and Baesens
et al. (2003).
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et al., 2018; Gunnarsson et al., 2021). Random forest and gradient boosting are
particular applications of bagging and boosting procedures, which are based on the
aggregation of weak learners, such as decision trees.5 The decision tree algorithm is
based on a recursive partition of the initial data into smaller homogeneous subsets,
in the sense of the dependent variable. Specifically, decision trees recursively split
the covariate space into two homogeneous partitions, called nodes, until obtaining
nodes that are as homogeneous as possible, which are called terminal nodes or
leaves.6 To do so, the algorithm chooses for each partition the most discriminant
explanatory variable, i.e., the variable partitioning the original node into the two
most homogeneous nodes possible. Formally, a decision tree is defined as

fDt pXq “
M
ÿ

m“1

cmI pX P Rmq , (2)

where M is the total number of leaves of the tree, Rm is a leaf of the tree and cm
corresponds to the average of the observations’ dependent variable in Rm. Despite
capturing threshold effects through multiple splits, the predictive performances of
decision trees is lacklustre and barely better than random guessing due to their high
variance. To solve this issue and achieve higher performance, ensemble methods
such as random forest and gradient boosting aggregate several decision trees.7
On the one hand, the random forest algorithm is based on the combination of
several decision trees fitted on copies of the original data obtained from a bootstrap
procedure.8 Denoting by B the total number of trees in the forest, which also
corresponds to the number of bootstrap samples, a random forest is defined as

fRf pXq “
1

B

B
ÿ

b“1

f bDt pXq , (3)

where f bDt pXq is a decision tree fitted on the bth bootstrap sample. Predictions of
the random forest thus simply correspond to averages of individual decision tree
predictions. On the other hand, the gradient boosting algorithm builds decision
trees sequentially, each one learning information from previous decision trees. Un-
like the random forest, gradient boosting does not involve a bootstrap sampling
strategy, but instead, each tree is built upon the errors of the previous decision

5Weak learners are models that perform slightly better than random predictions.
6The binary partition corresponds to the CART algorithm (Breiman et al., 1984), which is

the most popular decision tree algorithm.
7By doing so, these algorithms become strong learners, i.e., models that perform substantially

better than random predictions.
8In the random forest algorithm, both observations and explanatory variables are randomly

selected, whereas in the general bagging procedure, only the observations are.
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tree. Formally, gradient boosting is defined as

fGb pXq “
B
ÿ

b“1

λbf
b
Dt pXq , (4)

where B is still the total number of trees grown, which also corresponds to the
number of iterations of the algorithm, and λb represents the weight attributed to
the bth tree. From the aggregation of several decision trees, random forest and
gradient boosting thus make it possible to capture many complex non-linearities
and interaction effects, which explain their high predictive performances.

2.2 Pitfalls of Parametric Models

Historically, the simplest approach used by practitioners to predict y is to rely on
the following parametric model

y “ Xβ ` ε, (5)

where β is the set of parameters to estimate. This simple model assumes a linear
relationship between the dependent variable and the predictive variables. How-
ever, in practice, the true relationship prevailing between y and X may not be
linear but more complex, involving non-linearities and interaction effects. For this
reason, the performance of this simple parametric model is lacklustre compared
to those of the random forest or gradient boosting algorithms in the presence of
complex relationships. To avoid this pitfall of the simple parametric model, a com-
mon approach used by many practitioners is to augment Eq.(5) with parametric
functions of X, such as

y “ X˚β ` ε, (6)

where X˚ is a K-dimensional vector of predictive variables obtained from trans-
formations of X. The objective of X˚ is to capture potential non-linear and in-
teraction effects through parametric transformations of X. A typical example of
parametric functions frequently used by practitioners to capture non-linearities
and interaction effects are the quadratic and cubic functions as well as interactions
between covariates,9 such as

X˚
“
`

X1, . . . , Xp, X
2
1 , . . . , X

2
q , X

3
1 , . . . , X

3
q , X1X2, . . . , Xq´1Xq

˘

, (7)

where q ď p.10

9It is also possible to include principal components of explanatory variables to capture non-
linear effects. See, for example, Castle and Hendry (2010) and Castle et al. (2013).

10This condition allows the researcher to exclude meaningless transformations of X. For ex-
ample, it is unnecessary to consider quadratic or cubic functions of a dummy variable.
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However, this approach is subject to overfitting issues. Indeed, the model can
involve a very large number of parameters to estimate because the number of pre-
dictors depends on the number of original explanatory variables p. For example,
Eq.(7) involves K “ 75 predictors for p “ q “ 10. Consequently, performing tradi-
tional estimation on this high-dimensional model obviously leads to overfitting. To
solve this issue, several approaches have been proposed in the literature to reduce
the number of parameters to estimate.

An early approach developed in the literature is lasso. Proposed in the seminal
paper of Tibshirani (1996), lasso is a penalized regression that precedes both esti-
mation and variable selection. To do so, the approach is based on a penalty term
that regularises coefficients and performs variable selection as the penalty func-
tion is convex and non-differentiable at the origin. Considering the linear model
associated with Eq.(6), lasso solves the following penalized regression problem

β̂ “ arg min
β

«

py ´X˚βqT py ´X˚βq ` λ
K
ÿ

k“1

|βk|

ff

. (8)

The parameter λ is a tuning parameter controlling for the degree of regularisation
and is generally selected via k-fold cross-validation or information criteria. For
cross-validation, two approaches can be considered to select the optimal value of
λ: the value minimizing the prediction error of the model, λ̂min, or the value
associated with the most parsimonious model within a 1-standard-error interval,
λ̂1se.11

An alternative approach for variable selection is autometrics (Doornik et al.,
2009). This algorithm performs automatic selection model based on the “Hendry”
general-to-specific model selection (Hendry, 2000). Specifically, this approach
starts from a generalized unrestricted model (GUM) that includes every potential
relationship existing between the dependent variable and predictors, i.e., dynamic
effects, breaks, trends, outliers and non-linearities. To reduce the dimension of the
GUM, the algorithm performs a battery of tests to eliminate insignificant variables
and find a congruent parsimonious model. Rather than testing for each possible
sub-model from the GUM, autometrics performs a tree search that reduces the com-
putation time and allows the approach to be feasible even in a high-dimensional
context. Finally, the algorithm selects the sub-model encompassing the GUM in
the representation of the relationship of concern and passing a battery of diag-
nostic tests. The diagnostic tests are the error correlation test (Godfrey, 1978),
the ARCH test (Engle, 1982), the normality test (Doornik and Hansen, 2008), the
heteroscedasticity test (White, 1980) and the RESET test (Ramsey, 1969). One
interesting property of autometrics is that the user can choose the target size α,
which corresponds to the percentage of irrelevant variables surviving the reduction

11This rule of thumb was proposed by Breiman et al. (2017).
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procedure. This parameter can thus be considered a tuning parameter that solely
depends on the user’s leniency regarding irrelevant variables. For example, a lib-
eral choice could be to fix the target size α “ 0.05, whereas a more conservative
user might prefer lower values, such as α “ 0.01.

2.3 A Partial Linear Approach: GAM-lasso and GAM-autometrics

Although variable selection methods can address overfitting issues, large differ-
ences can still be observed between performances of ML algorithms and augmented
parametric models. Indeed, the parametric transformations considered in Eq.(6)
assume specific non-linear relationships prevailing between y and X, which may
not be the true relations. Therefore, if differences are observed between the two
types of models, this implies that the parametric functions failed to capture the
true non-linear effects, resulting in lower predictive performance. Moreover, if non-
linearities are not accurately captured by parametric transformations, it may also
disrupt the estimation of interaction effects, leading to an inconsistent selection of
these interactions.

For that reason, we propose in this paper the following class of partial linear
models:

y “ Zγ `
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq ` ε, (9)

where Z “ pX1X2, . . . , Xq´1Xqq is an S-dimensional vector of interactions of co-
variate couples with S “ pq ˆ pq ´ 1qq {2, γ is the associated set of parameters, and
gj p.q is a non-parametric function. This class of models allows us to accurately cap-
ture both interaction effects, introduced linearly, and non-linearities of covariates,
from non-parametric functions. Therefore, models following the representation of
Eq.(9) can accurately capture many complex relationships.

The representation of Eq.(9) also has the advantage of keeping the model in-
terpretable, unlike ML algorithms. Indeed, interaction effects can be easily inter-
preted because they are introduced linearly in the model, whereas non-parametric
functions allow one to identify non-linearities of covariates. Moreover, the linearity
assumption on the interaction effects implies that marginal effects of Eq.(9) can
be computed as

By

BXj

“ c` g1j pXjq , (10)

where c “ Xp´jqγj, Xp´jq is the pp´ 1q-dimensional vector of covariates exclud-
ing Xj, γj is the set of coefficients associated with the p ´ 1 pairs of interactions
involving Xj, and g1j pXjq is the partial derivative of gj pXjq. This assumption
simplifies the interpretation of the model because marginal effects correspond to
the marginal effects of covariates taken individually, eventually augmented by a
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constant corresponding to the sum of the interactions’ marginal effects. One could
argue about the linear introduction of interaction effects in the model and relax
this assumption by considering a non-linear representation of interactions. This
idea has been investigated by Chouldechova and Hastie (2015). This approach
allows the researcher to potentially model both covariates and interaction effects
non-linearly while controlling for overfitting issues through variable selection. Al-
though interesting in terms of predictive performance, this approach damages the
interpretability of the model. The interpretation of interaction effects becomes
complicated, but most important, the marginal effects can no longer be easily
computed as in Eq.(10). Indeed, the marginal effects would not correspond to
standard marginal effects of covariates augmented by a constant but to a much
more complex formula depending on the non-linear relationships identified for in-
teraction effects. The linearity assumption on interaction effects thus represents
the price to pay to keep the model interpretable.

To estimate non-linearities of covariates, we rely on the non-parametric func-
tions of the generalized additive model (GAM). Introduced by Hastie and Tibshi-
rani (2017), the GAM allows one to relax the assumption of a linear relationship
between X and y and automatically captures non-linear effects through smooth
functions such as

gj pXjq “

d
ÿ

l“1

θj,lbj,l pXjq , (11)

where bj,l p.q is a basis function and θj “ pθj,1, . . . , θj,dq are the associated parame-
ters. The GAM allows for the simultaneous estimation of the parameters of para-
metric terms γ as well as the smooth functions

řp
j“1 gj pXjq using the backfitting

algorithm, which is based on the following objective function:
˜

y ´

˜

Zγ `
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq

¸¸T ˜

y ´

˜

Zγ `
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq

¸¸

` ψ
p
ÿ

j“1

ż

“

g2j ptq
‰2
dt,

(12)
where ψ is a smoothing parameter. Similar to Eq.(8), the objective function of the
GAM is penalized. However, the goal of this penalization is not to proceed to vari-
able selection but to avoid overfitting of smooth functions. Indeed, the smoothing
parameter ψ prevents non-parametric functions from becoming too wiggly, which
could lead to the model having low generalizability. In practice, the smoothing
parameter is generally obtained by generalized cross validation, and the larger the
value of ψ is, the smoother the functions.

Similarly to Eq.(6), the large number of parameters to estimate in Eq.(9) can
potentially lead to overfitting issues and thus requires proceeding to variable se-
lection. However, as our new class of partial linear models includes both linear
(interaction effects) and non-linear (smooth functions) terms, variable selection
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methods cannot be applied in a standard way. Indeed, partial linear models re-
quire a specific estimation method because the presence of non-linear terms can
potentially disturb the estimation of linear parameters’ coefficients, leading to an
inconsistent selection of linear terms. For that purpose, we propose to combine
variable selection with the double residual methodology of Robinson (1988). The
double residual approach follows the Frisch–Waugh–Lovell theorem (Frisch and
Waugh, 1933; Lovell, 1963) and allows one to consistently estimate partial linear
models. The conditional expectation of the partial linear model defined in Eq.(9)
is given by

E py|Xq “ E pZ|Xq γ `
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq . (13)

When subtracted from Eq.(9), it leads to the following equation

y ´ E py|Xq “ pZ ´ E pZ|Xqq γ ` ε. (14)

If E py|Xq and E pZ|Xq are known, then Eq.(14) can be simply estimated by ordi-
nary least squares (OLS). However, as these conditional expectations are unknown,
they must be estimated by some consistent non-parametric estimators. For that
purpose, we estimate conditional expectations based on the following GAMmodels:

y “
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq ` u, (15)

Zs “
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq ` vs, @s, (16)

where Zs is the interaction of two different covariates with s “ 1, . . . S and u and
vs are i.i.d. error terms. Note that we can estimate Eq.(16) only if X and Z are
not perfectly multicollinear, which is the case in our approach. Specifically, the
following condition must hold:

E
`

vJs vs
˘

is positive definite,

where vs is the error term of Eq.(16). Moreover, instead of estimating non-
parametric functions by multivariate kernel methods as in Li and Racine (2007),
we rely on univariate GAM smooth functions. We propose to apply lasso and
autometrics variable selection methods to the following double residuals model

û “ v̂δ ` ε, (17)

where v “ pv1, . . . , vSq and û and v̂ represent residuals of Eqs.(15)-(16), respec-
tively. The double residual approach of Robinson (1988) leads to a root-n-consistent
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estimate of linear terms’ parameters δ, allowing us to correctly perform variable
selection on these terms.12 Finally, the smooth functions and parameters of the
selected interactions are estimated from the following GAM model:

y “ Z˚γ `
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pXjq ` ε, (18)

where Z˚ is the set of interaction effects selected from lasso or autometrics. We
denote as GAM-lasso (GAMLA) the resulting model from a lasso penalization and
as GAM-autometrics (GAMA) the model obtained with autometrics.13

3 Simulation Study
We use Monte Carlo simulations to study the potential of our new approach.
Specifically, we assess the predictive performance and variable selection consis-
tency of GAMLA and GAMA compared to those of benchmark approaches in
the literature. For that purpose, the Monte Carlo simulation is performed on
nr “ 1000 replications, with each model being trained on a training sample of
nin “ 1000 observations and evaluated on nout “ 1000 out-of-sample observations,
with n “ nin ` nout.

3.1 Simulation Design

We generate p “ 10 predictive variables xi,j, j “ 1, . . . , p, i “ 1, . . . , n, and consider
the following data generating process (DGP)

yi “
p
ÿ

j“1

p
ÿ

k“j`1

γj,kxi,jxi,k `
p
ÿ

j“1

gj pxi,jq ` εi, (19)

where εi „ N p0, 1q and g “ pg1, . . . , gpq are some functions. The predictive vari-
ables are simulated as

xi,j „ N p0, 1q for j “ 1, . . . , q, (20)

xi,j “ ´gj pxi,j´qq {xi,j´q ` u for j “ q ` 1, . . . , p, (21)
12Note here that we proceed to variable selection only on the linear part of Eq.(9), i.e., the

interaction effects.
13There already exists an R package that allows one to estimate GAM models penalized by

lasso (Ghosal and Kormaksson, 2019). However, this package does not apply the double residual
approach.
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where q “ 5 and u „ N p0, 0.4q, and

gj pxi,jq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

sin p5xi,jq for j “ 1,
5xi,j ´ 5xi,jI pxi,j ą 0q for j “ 2,
LogN pxi,j, 0.5q for j “ 3,
exi,j for j “ 4,
arctan p10xi,jq for j “ 5,
0 otherwise,

(22)

where LogN p.q is the probability density function of a log-normal distribution.
Specifically, the DGP assumes that functions g are non-linear and that some ex-
planatory variables xi are correlated with these non-linear functions. Therefore,
this DGP allows us (i) to illustrate the potential of non-parametric functions to
accurately capture non-linearities compared to parametric functions and (ii) to
highlight the importance of accounting for the correlation between linear and non-
linear terms.

To study the consistency of variable selection, we assume that few interaction
effects are relevant. Specifically, the relevant interaction effects are xi,jxi,j`q for
j “ 1, . . . , q. To determine their associated coefficients, we rely on non-centrality
parameters rather than randomly drawing the associated coefficients. Denoting
by W “ pg1, . . . , gp, x1x2, . . . , xp´1xpq the matrix of regressors, the coefficients of
relevant variables are defined as

γj,k “ ξj,k

b

E rW 1W s´1j,k , (23)

where ξj,k is the non-centrality parameter and E rW 1W sj,k is the term’s diagonal
associated with the interaction xjxk.14 The non-centrality parameter ξj,k allows us
to calibrate the significance of the γj,k parameters, i.e., it determines the power of
student’s test of significance. We consider ξj,k “ 6 for j “ 1, . . . , q, and k “ j ` q,
leading to a power equal to 1. Therefore, it implies that interaction effects associ-
ated with these coefficients should be identified as important by variable selection
methods and thus included in the model if the variable selection is consistent.
Regarding irrelevant variables, the associated coefficients are set to 0. Therefore,
these variables should not be included in the model if the variable selection is
consistent

In the simulation, we compare GAMLA and GAMA to several benchmark
approaches in the literature.15 We consider linear models augmented by quadratic,
cubic and interaction terms, as in Eq.(7), whose variables have been selected by

14The value E rW 1W s
´1 being unknown, we estimate it by simulating nin observations of the

matrix W , computing pW 1W q
´1 for nr replications and taking the average over all replications.

15For each replication, we consider a cubic basis for non-parametric functions of GAMLA and
GAMA.
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lasso and autometrics. Denoted as LASSO and AM, these models allow us to
illustrate the failure of parametric functions to accurately capture non-linearities,
as well as the inconsistency of variable selection in the presence of both linear and
non-linear terms. For both variable selection methods, we consider two rules of
thumb, i.e., λ̂min and λ̂1sec for the lasso and α “ 0.05 and α “ 0.01 for autometrics.
We include in the comparison GAMLA and GAMA whose variable selection is
performed traditionally, i.e., without relying on the double residual approach of
Robinson (1988). Denoted as GAMLA* and GAMA*, these models enable us to
highlight the absolute need to rely on the double residual approach in the presence
of both linear and non-linear terms. We also compare GAMLA and GAMA to the
methodology of Chouldechova and Hastie (2015) which allows us to non-linearly
model covariates and interaction effects. Denoted as GAMSEL, this approach is
based on lasso to control for overfitting issues. Finally, we compare the predictive
performance of GAMLA and GAMA to that of a standard OLS model and that
of the current ML benchmarks, i.e., random forest and XGBoost.16

The model performance analysis is conducted using three criteria. First, we
study the consistency of variable selection with the potency and the gauge criteria
(Castle et al., 2011). Specifically, potency measures the frequency of relevant
interaction variables included in the model, such as

Potency “
1

q

q
ÿ

j“1

I pγ̂j,j`q ‰ 0q , (24)

where γ̂j,j`q is the coefficient estimated by the model associated with xjxj`q,
whereas gauge assesses the frequency of irrelevant interactions included in the
model, such as

Gauge “
1

S ´ q

p
ÿ

j“1

p
ÿ

k“j`1,
k‰j`q

I pγ̂j,k ‰ 0q . (25)

The optimal variable selection method is thus that including the highest percent-
age of relevant variables in the model, i.e., the highest potency level, while also
controlling for the percentage of irrelevant variables, i.e., the gauge level. Second,
we evaluate the predictive performance of models using the mean squared error,
which is defined as

MSE “
1

nout

nout
ÿ

i“1

pŷi ´ yiq
2 , (26)

where ŷi is the prediction obtained from a model for the ith out-of-sample obser-
vation.

16The XGBoost algorithm (Chen et al., 2015) is a particular implementation of the gradient
boosting algorithm presented in Section 2.1 that allows for fast computation and is currently
very popular among practitioners and researchers.
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3.2 Evaluation Results

Table 1: Comparison of potency, gauge and MSE under non-linear effects and
correlated covariates

Model Rule of thumb Potency Gauge MSE

LASSO λ̂min 0.431 0.226 1.205

λ̂1se 0.020 0.010 1.223

AM α “ 0.05 0.604 0.058 1.190

α “ 0.01 0.433 0.022 1.181

GAMLA* λ̂min 0.390 0.086 1.159

λ̂1se 0.001 0.000 1.198

GAMA* α “ 0.05 0.513 0.050 1.152

α “ 0.01 0.444 0.027 1.152

GAMLA λ̂min 0.983 0.256 1.203

λ̂1se 0.594 0.004 1.129

GAMA α “ 0.05 0.938 0.057 1.148

α “ 0.01 0.856 0.013 1.117

GAMSEL λ̂min 0.853 0.546 1.164

λ̂1se 0.286 0.100 1.203

OLS 1.471

Random Forest 1.185

XGBoost 1.216

Note: Potency and gauge are not reported for OLS, random for-
est and XGBoost because these models do not include variable se-
lection. The results displayed correspond to average values of the
criteria over 1000 replications.

Table 1 reports the average values of potency, gauge and MSE over all repli-
cations for the different models studied. The results suggest that the variable
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selection of linear models augmented by parametric functions is inconsistent. In-
deed, these models lead to a low value of potency due to the inconsistent estimation
of parametric functions. While the highest percentage of relevant variables selected
for these models is only equal to 60.4%, the smallest percentage drops to 2%. How-
ever, despite these low levels of potency, these models lead to relatively low MSE.
This result implies that relevant interaction effects not included in the model are
triangulated by combinations of other irrelevant variables, artificially increasing
the predictive power of the model. Although it is not detrimental in terms of pre-
dictive performance, it is a major issue in terms of interpretability because it can
lead users to incorrect recommendations. Indeed, instead of identifying predictive
variables that truly explain the dependent variable, users can identify combina-
tions of irrelevant variables recovering the true effects of relevant variables, leading
to potentially misleading recommendations. Regarding gauge levels, the values ob-
tained are decent although lasso leads to a high number of irrelevant interactions
being included in the model for the λ̂min rule of thumb. Moreover, these models
are outperformed by GAM-based models. Despite leading to lower MSE values
than traditional OLS and competing with the random forest and XGBoost, the
parametric functions fail to capture non-linearities captured by the non-parametric
functions of the GAMLA and GAMA models.

The results also highlight the importance of the double residual approach of
Robinson (1988). Indeed, the GAMLA* and GAMA* models select even fewer
relevant variables than the lasso and autometrics methods based on augmented
linear models. At best, only half of the relevant interactions are included in these
models. In comparison, the highest percentage of relevant variables included in the
GAMLA and GAMA models is 98.3%, which is very close to the optimal potency
value. These results imply that the double residual approach allows us to correctly
estimate interaction effects, leading to consistent variable selection. Moreover,
GAMLA and GAMA also achieve high predictive performance. Indeed, the MSEs
associated with GAMLA and GAMA are lower than those of all other models,
including the benchmark ML algorithms, with the smallest MSE being obtained
for the GAMA model with α “ 0.01 as rule of thumb. Therefore, the results of the
Monte Carlo simulation show that the partial linear models GAMA and GAMLA
compete with sophisticated ML algorithms in terms of performance while leading
to consistent identification of relevant and irrelevant variables.

The main difference between the GAMLA and GAMA models comes from the
gauge level. On the one hand, the potency and gauge values are correlated for
lasso: both values are high (low) with the rule of thumb λ̂min (λ̂1se). Indeed, the
highest potency value, 0.983, comes at the cost of a relatively high gauge level,
25.6%, whereas a gauge level close to 0 comes at the cost of the potency decreasing
to 59.4%. Lasso thus leads to either potency values close to 1 (with λ̂min) or
gauge levels close to 0 (with λ̂1se). On the other hand, autometrics leads to high
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potency values while controlling for a low gauge level, unlike lasso. Specifically,
the gauge level corresponds to the target size α of autometrics. Therefore, an
autometrics user can choose the gauge desired while selecting a large percentage
of relevant variables. Indeed, while the gauge levels are very close to the target
sizes considered, α “ 0.05 or α “ 0.01, the potency levels remain high and are
equal to 93.8% and 85.6%. For these reasons, we recommend using GAMA because
it allows one to control the target size while also selecting a large percentage of
relevant variables, unlike GAMLA. Finally, the weakness of GAMLA compared to
the GAMA is also valid for GAMSEL. While leading to a competitive MSE close
to those of GAMLA and GAMA, GAMSEL does not allow one to both control the
target size and select a large percentage of relevant variables because it is based
on a lasso penalisation.

We also display in Tables 5-7 in Appendix A the results obtained for three
other Monte Carlo simulation setups. Specifically, we consider a DGP in which (i)
covariates are correlated but functions g are linear, (ii) functions g are non-linear
but covariates are independent, and (iii) functions g are linear and covariates are
independent. For that purpose, we generate linear functions g such as gj pxi,jq “
γjxi,j, where γj ‰ 0 for j “ 1, . . . , 5 and 0 otherwise, and simulate covariates as
xi,j „ N p0, 1q for j “ 1, . . . , p in the case of independence. The results obtained
are consistent with those in Table 1: linear models augmented by parametric
functions perform as well as GAMLA and GAMA when the relationship prevailing
between yi and xi is purely linear, while GAMLA* and GAMA* perform similarly
to GAMLA and GAMA when linear and non-linear terms are not correlated.

4 Empirical Application
In this section, we consider regression and classification problems to assess the
potential of the GAMLA and GAMA models. For both applications, we evaluate
the predictive performance of the GAMLA and GAMA models and their inter-
pretability.

4.1 Regression Problem: Boston housing market

First, we illustrate the practical usefulness of the GAMLA and GAMA models
based on a regression problem. For that purpose, we use the popular Boston hous-
ing market (Harrison Jr and Rubinfeld, 1978), which has already been considered
in several contributions to the literature (Belsley et al., 2005; Michelucci and Ven-
turini, 2021) as well as for the Kaggle competition “Boston Housing”. Built by
the U.S. Census Bureau, this dataset includes 506 instances and 13 explanatory
variables on housing prices in the Boston area, two of which are qualitative. See
Table 8 in Appendix A for a description of the variables in the dataset.
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We compare the p1q GAMLA and p2q GAMA models to several benchmarks in
the literature.17 We consider three parametric models: p3q a simple linear regres-
sion including only linear terms, p4q a linear regression augmented by quadratic
and cubic terms, and p5q a non-linear regression including linear, quadratic, cubic
and interaction terms. We also consider p6q the GAM to compare the potential
of parametric and non-parametric functions to capture non-linearities of covari-
ates. We include in the comparison p7q lasso and p8q autometrics models based
on the non-linear regression model including linear, quadratic, cubic and inter-
action terms to assess the importance of variable selection in a high-dimensional
context.18 We also implement the high-performing p9q random forest and p10q
XGBoost algorithms and consider these models as benchmarks to evaluate the
predictive performance of other approaches. Finally, we compare the GAMLA
and GAMA models to the p11q penalised logistic tree regression model (PLTR)
of Dumitrescu et al. (2021), as both types of model are designed to achieve the
same objective.19 Indeed, the PLTR is also intended to improve the predictive per-
formance of traditional linear models by automatically capturing non-linearities.
Specifically, it improves the predictive performance of linear models by including
univariate and bivariate threshold effects obtained from short-depth decision trees
and is penalised to control for the number of threshold effects included in the
model. However, GAMLA and GAMA models and PLTR differ substantially in
how non-linearities are captured. While GAMLA and GAMA are based on GAM
non-parametric functions and interaction effects, the PLTR relies on univariate
and bivariate threshold effects obtained from short-depth decision trees.

To evaluate the performance of these models, we use a 10-fold cross-validation
approach based on the mean squared error (MSE), which is the benchmark per-
formance measure for regression problems. For that purpose, we randomly divide
the initial sample into 10 sub-samples of equal size and iteratively consider one
sub-sample for prediction, while the nine other sub-samples are used to fit models.
The MSE is then computed on the vector including all predictions obtained from
each sub-sample. Moreover, we use the model confidence set (MCS) of Hansen
et al. (2011) to identify models exhibiting significantly better predictions. Indeed,
the MCS identifies the bucket of models that exhibit similar performance and are
superior to the remaining models. To do so, we apply the MCS on the vector of
squared errors obtained from the 10-fold cross-validation approach.

Finally, we analyse the interpretability of GAMLA and GAMA. However, mea-
17Similar to the Monte Carlo simulation, we consider a cubic basis for non-parametric functions

of GAMLA and GAMA.
18We do not include in the comparison the GAMLA* and GAMA* methods because we demon-

strated in Section 3 that these approaches lead to inconsistent variable selection in the presence
of non-linear relationships prevailing between the dependent and predictive variables.

19Initially proposed for credit scoring applications, the PLTR can be extended to regression
problems.
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suring the interpretability of a model is difficult, and there is currently no consensus
on the real definition of an “interpretable model” (Molnar, 2019). For that reason,
we consider two criteria to measure the interpretability of GAMLA and GAMA
that correspond to the function and human-level evaluation of interpretability pro-
posed by Doshi-Velez and Kim (2017).20 On the one hand, we assess the parsimony
of the models and compute the number of interaction effects selected based on the
same vector including all predictions used to compute the MSE. The idea of this
quantitative criterion is that the fewer the number of variables involved in a pre-
diction, the easier it is for a user to understand the determinants of predictions.
On the other hand, we represent smooth functions and marginal effects of GAMA.
These graphical representations can thus help the user to understand the effects
detected by the model for each explanatory variable to clearly explain how predic-
tions are obtained.

Table 2 displays the results obtained from the 10-fold cross-validation. The
results suggest that p3 - 5q parametric linear models yield the worst performance
of all models. Compared to the state-of-the-art p9q random forest and p10q XG-
Boost algorithms, the MSEs of the linear models are almost twice larger, even
when augmented by parametric functions. Similarly, the performance of the p7q
LASSO and p8q AM models is relatively poor compared to that of random for-
est and XGBoost, despite being better than that of linear models. These results
confirm that including parametric functions in linear models fails to substantially
improve their performance (Dumitrescu et al., 2021). In contrast, non-parametric
functions of p6q GAM accurately capture non-linearities, with the MSE of GAM
being closer to that of sophisticated ML algorithms than linear models. However,
non-parametric functions are insufficient to achieve the performance of these high-
performing algorithms, as linear models and GAM are not included in the subset
of outperforming models identified by the MCS for a risk level α “ 10%. These
results thus highlight the importance of feature interactions for prediction, which
can also be observed through the high performance of the p1q GAMLA and p2q
GAMA models. Indeed, the combination of non-parametric GAM functions and
interaction effects lead our models to very high performance. GAMLA and GAMA
lead to lower MSE than p11q the PLTR model and are also included in the subset of
outperforming models, while the PLTR is rejected from this subset. These results
imply that the univariate and bivariate threshold effects of the PLTR are insuffi-
cient to capture all non-linearities in the dataset, unlike the non-parametric GAM
functions and interaction effects of our models. The performance of GAMLA and
GAMA is also competitive with random forest and XGBoost, with the smallest
MSE being observed for the GAMLA model associated with the λ̂1se rule of thumb.
The MCS results also highlight the high performance of GAMLA and GAMA be-
cause they are generally included in the subset of outperforming models, similar to

20See Doshi-Velez and Kim (2017) for a detailed description of the interpretability evaluation.
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Table 2: Number of variables selected, MSE and MCS: Boston housing dataset

# Model Rule of thumb Number of interactions selected MSE MCS P-value

p1q GAMLA λ̂min 51 10.235 0.857

GAMLA λ̂1se 20 9.594 1

p2q GAMA α “ 0.05 27 10.086 0.907

GAMA α “ 0.01 21 10.389 0.857

p3q Linear OLS 23.938 ă 0.001

p4q Non-Linear OLS (X2, X3) 16.039 0.006

p5q Non-Linear OLS (X2
j , X

3
j , XjXk) 24.079 0.006

p6q GAM 13.186 0.017

p7q LASSO λ̂min 69 14.698 0.096

LASSO λ̂1se 31 15.683 0.006

p8q AM α “ 0.05 32 14.881 0.006

AM α “ 0.01 29 15.467 0.006

p9q Random Forest 10.008 0.931

p10q XGBoost 9.729 0.931

p11q PLTR 37 13.726 0.006

Note: Linear OLS corresponds to a standard linear model estimated by OLS. Non-linear OLS (X2, X3)
represents a linear model augmented by quadratic and cubic terms, estimated by OLS. Non-linear OLS
(X2

j , X
3
j , XjXk) corresponds to a linear model augmented by quadratic, cubic and interaction terms, esti-

mated by OLS. The MCS is computed from the MSE, based on 10,000 replications and a block length equal
to 1. The total number of interaction effects for this dataset is 78.
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the state-of-the-art ML algorithms. The take-away message here is that paramet-
ric models can compete with sophisticated ML algorithms in terms of predictive
performance, as long as the models are well specified. Therefore, it is not essential
to use black boxes to reach high predictive performance: parametric models can
fulfil the same objective and even surpass them.

GAMLA and GAMA are also interpretable, unlike sophisticated ML algo-
rithms. First, Table 2 suggests that GAMLA and GAMA are parsimonious be-
cause few interactions are included in the models, except for one case. Of the
p13ˆ 12q {2 “ 78 interaction effects, fewer than 30 were selected by these models,
leading to relatively small decision sets.21 Moreover, these interactions are also eas-
ily interpretable because they are introduced linearly in GAMLA and GAMA. Sec-
ond, graphical representations of non-parametric functions of GAMLA and GAMA
allow us to identify estimated non-linear relationships. For example, Figure 1 dis-
plays estimated non-parametric functions of GAMA associated with a α “ 0.05
target size.22 The results suggest that while the effect of the variable Rm is al-
most linear, for some other variables, the effects are non-linear, such as Black and
Dis, which exhibit partially linear effects, or Lstat that displays a quadratic effect.
These graphical representations thus allow the user to understand the estimated
effect of each explanatory variable, which is not possible with ML algorithms such
as random forest or XGBoost.

Finally, Figure 2 displays the marginal effect of the variable Lstat obtained for
GAMA with a α “ 0.05 target size. The solid curve represents the marginal effect
of Lstat when taken individually and shows that the marginal effect increases with
Lstat and is positive from Lstat “ 5.87. However, as Lstat interacts with four other
covariates (Age, Black, Dis and Tax), its marginal effect does not correspond to the
solid curve but to a translation from this curve representing the interactive effects
of Lstat with these four other covariates. For illustration purposes, we compute
this translation by considering the κ “ p0.025, 0.500, 0.975q quantiles of these four
covariates. The marginal effects obtained are represented by the dashed and dotted
curves. The results show that the marginal effect of Lstat simply corresponds to
a decrease from the marginal effect of the associated smooth function.23 These
results highlight the ease of interpretation of the marginal effects of GAMA, which
is an important added value of our new class of model to measure the importance
of predictive variables.

21The fact that more than 20 interactions have been selected highlights the importance of
interaction effects for the predictive performance of the models, as shown previously with the
differences between GAM and GAMLA and GAMA. These interactions are the price to pay to
achieve high predictive performance.

22Table 10 in Appendix A displays the estimation results of non-parametric functions of GAMA
associated with a α “ 0.05 target size.

23The translation is equal to ´0.27,´1.18 and ´1.46 for κ “ p0.0.25, 0.500, 0.975q, respectively.
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Figure 1: Non-parametric functions estimated for GAMA associated with the α “
0.05 target size: Boston housing dataset
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4.2 Classification Problem: Credit scoring

Second, we consider a credit scoring application. The goal of credit scoring is
to predict customer default and is based on the estimation of customers’ default
probability. To this end, we use the “Credit Card” dataset (Greene, 2003) that has
also been used for Kaggle competitions. The dataset includes 1319 observations,
and the dependent variable corresponds to the acceptation (1) and rejection (0)
of customers’ credit card applications. To explain the application decision, the
dataset involves 11 explanatory variables, two of which are qualitative, and one
continuous variable taking only two values. See Table 9 in Appendix A for a
description of the variables in the dataset.

We compare the same models as previously considered in the Boston housing
application. However, p1q GAMLA, p2q GAMA, p3 - 5q OLS, p6q GAM, p7q LASSO
and p8q AM are linear probability models instead of traditional linear models be-
cause the dependent variable is binary.24 To assess the performance of the models,
we rely on a 10-fold cross-validation approach based on the area under the ROC
curve (AUC), which is the benchmark performance measure for classification prob-
lems. The AUC measures the link between the false and true positive rates over
every possible threshold between 0 and 1. Specifically, the AUC represents the
probability that the occurrence of a random bad application is higher than that
of a random good application. Moreover, to assess whether the AUC difference
between two models is significant, we use the pairwise AUC test used in Candelon
et al. (2012). Finally, we also compute the number of variables selected and rep-
resent estimated non-parametric functions of GAMLA and GAMA to study their
interpretability.

Table 3 displays the number of variables selected and the AUC for each model
obtained for the credit card dataset. Similarly to the Boston housing dataset, p3 -
5q parametric linear models lead to lower predictive performance, and parametric
functions fail to accurately capture non-linearities. Indeed, the AUC of the para-
metric linear models, p7q LASSO and p8q AM models are worse than those of p9q
random forest and p10q XGBoost. However, non-parametric functions of p6q GAM
accurately capture non-linearities and lead to highly performing models. Indeed,
GAM, p1q GAMLA and p2q GAMA achieve similar performance to random forest,
XGBoost and p11q PLTR. These results highlight the potential of non-parametric
GAM functions to capture non-linearities because the PLTR, random forest and
XGBoost have been identified as benchmark models for credit scoring applications
(Lessmann et al., 2015; Grennepois et al., 2018; Dumitrescu et al., 2021; Gunnars-
son et al., 2021). Moreover, the results also suggest that the predictive performance
of these models mostly comes from non-linearities of covariates rather than interac-
tion effects. Indeed, unlike the Boston housing application, GAM leads to similar

24The PLTR is estimated by a logit regression as proposed in Dumitrescu et al. (2021).
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Table 3: Number of variables selected and AUC: Credit card dataset

# Model Rule of thumb Number of interactions selected AUC

p1q GAMLA λ̂min 12 0.995

GAMLA λ̂1se 0 0.995

p2q GAMA α “ 0.05 3 0.995

GAMA α “ 0.01 2 0.995

p3q Linear OLS 0.924

p4q Non-Linear OLS (X2, X3) 0.967

p5q Non-Linear OLS (X2
j , X

3
j , XjXk) 0.988

p6q GAM 0.995

p7q LASSO λ̂min 35 0.964

LASSO λ̂1se 27 0.963

p8q AM α “ 0.05 9 0.982

AM α “ 0.01 5 0.985

p9q Random Forest 0.995

p10q XGBoost 0.996

p11q PLTR 7 0.996

Note: Linear OLS corresponds to a standard linear probability model. Non-linear OLS
(X2, X3) represents a linear probability model augmented by quadratic and cubic terms. Non-
linear OLS (X2

j , X
3
j , XjXk) corresponds to a linear probability model augmented by quadratic,

cubic and interaction terms. The total number of interaction effects for this dataset is 55.
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performance to GAMLA, GAMA, random forest and XGBoost, implying that the
importance of interaction effects is negligible for this dataset. To confirm this re-
sult, we display in Table 4 the p-values of a pairwise bilateral test of the AUC,
which tests whether the difference between the AUCs of two competing models is
significant. For the sake of clarity, results related to the OLS, LASSO and AM
models are not displayed, but we find that these models are rejected because their
p-values are all inferior to 0.001, which confirms that parametric functions fail to
substantially improve the predictive performance of parametric models.25 Regard-
ing XGBoost, random forest, GAM, GAMLA, GAMA and PLTR, the results show
that these models lead to similar AUCs because none of the p-values are lower than
the risk level α “ 10%. This result is also confirmed by the small number of in-
teraction effects selected by the GAMLA and GAMA models, i.e., fewer than 10
interactions except for one case. The take-away message here is that interaction
effects are insignificant in this dataset, which explains why GAM performs as well
as more sophisticated approaches.

Finally, GAMLA and GAMA still appear to be easily interpretable. The mod-
els select even fewer interaction effects than in the previous application, and these
interactions remain interpretable due to the linear assumption on the interaction
variables. Moreover, Figure 3 displays estimated non-linearities for GAMA asso-
ciated with a α “ 0.05 target size.26 Notable among the results, a quadratic effect
can be observed for the variable Active, a partially linear effect with a threshold
around 3 for the variable Income, and a highly non-linear and particular effect for
the variable Share.

5 Conclusion
In the wake of the growing use of machine learning (ML) algorithms in economics,
interpretability has returned to the heart of the literature. Despite their high pre-
dictive performance, ML algorithms are black boxes, which leads to uninterpretable
models. The opacity of ML algorithms has raised concerns from practitioners and
regulators (Bracke et al., 2019; ACPR, 2020; EBA, 2020; EC, 2020) and limits
their use in industry. Two types of approach are currently investigated in the lit-
erature to redirect the focus to the interpretability of models. On the one hand,
a first strand of the literature proposes model-agnostic approaches to improve the
interpretability of black-box models. On the other hand, a second strand instead
designs inherently interpretable models. While the first group of contributions
has received considerably more attention in the literature, these approaches can

25See the footnote of Table 4.
26Table 11 in Appendix A displays estimation results of non-parametric functions of GAMA

associated with a α “ 0.05 target size.
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Figure 3: Non-parametric functions estimated for GAMA associated with the α “
0.05 target size: credit card dataset
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potentially mislead users in high-stakes decisions (Rudin, 2019).
Against this background, we propose in this paper a class of partial linear

models that are inherently interpretable that also competes with sophisticated ML
algorithms in terms of predictive performance. Specifically, this article introduces
GAM-lasso (GAMLA) and GAM-autometrics (GAMA) models, which combine
parametric and non-parametric functions to accurately capture linearities and non-
linearities prevailing between dependent and explanatory variables, into a variable
selection procedure to control for overfitting issues. However, the presence of linear
and non-linear terms in the models can lead to inconsistent variable selection. To
solve this issue, we propose to rely on the double residual approach of Robinson
(1988) that allows one to recover the consistency of variable selection. Monte
Carlo simulation experiments show that GAMLA and GAMA can compete with
benchmark ML algorithms in terms of predictive performance. Moreover, the
results highlight the importance of the double residual approach as part of GAMLA
and GAMA. We also recommend using GAMA because it allows the researcher to
control the gauge level while leading to satisfying potency values, unlike GAMLA.

In the empirical application, we illustrate the predictive performance and in-
terpretability of GAMLA and GAMA from regression and classification problems.
Specifically, we compare GAMLA and GAMA to several other benchmark models
in the literature by considering traditional measures of performance and inference
procedures. The results show that GAMLA and GAMA outperform parametric
models and parametric models augmented by quadratic, cubic and interaction ef-
fects. Moreover, the results also suggest that the performance of our new models is
not significantly different from that of benchmark ML algorithms and is even better
in some cases. We also illustrate the interpretability of GAMLA and GAMA and
show that the variable selection leads to parsimonious models while graphical rep-
resentations of smooth functions and marginal effects allow a simple understanding
of the relationships identified by the models.

Finally, we show in this paper that it is possible to design inherently inter-
pretable models capable of competing with sophisticated ML algorithms in terms
of predictive performance, and we advocate for more work in this direction, simi-
larly to Rudin (2019).
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A Additional Tables

Table 5: Comparison of potency, gauge and MSE under non-linear effects and
uncorrelated covariates

Model Rule of thumb Potency Gauge MSE

LASSO λ̂min 1 0.365 1.107

λ̂1se 0.997 0.038 1.149

AM α “ 0.05 1 0.049 1.104

α “ 0.01 0.999 0.011 1.098

GAMLA* λ̂min 1 0.249 1.092

λ̂1se 0.991 0.006 1.064

GAMA* α “ 0.05 1 0.051 1.073

α “ 0.01 1 0.011 1.064

GAMLA λ̂min 1 0.270 1.094

λ̂1se 0.992 0.008 1.064

GAMA α “ 0.05 1 0.055 1.074

α “ 0.01 1 0.012 1.064

GAMSEL λ̂min 1 0.474 1.110

λ̂1se 0.999 0.060 1.144

OLS 1.156

Random Forest 1.203

XGBoost 1.291

Note: Potency and gauge are not reported for OLS, random forest
and XGBoost because these models do not include variable selec-
tion. The results displayed correspond to average values of criteria
over 1000 replications.
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Table 6: Comparison of potency, gauge and MSE under linear effects and correlated
covariates

Model Rule of thumb Potency Gauge MSE

LASSO λ̂min 1 0.643 1.058

λ̂1se 0.990 0.459 1.101

AM α “ 0.05 1 0.048 1.026

α “ 0.01 1 0.011 1.015

GAMLA* λ̂min 1 0.753 1.077

λ̂1se 0.955 0.368 1.073

GAMA* α “ 0.05 0.998 0.211 1.056

α “ 0.01 0.973 0.152 1.057

GAMLA λ̂min 1 0.273 1.068

λ̂1se 0.993 0.008 1.038

GAMA α “ 0.05 1 0.056 1.048

α “ 0.01 1 0.013 1.039

GAMSEL λ̂min 1 0.710 1.072

λ̂1se 0.987 0.515 1.108

OLS 1.091

Random Forest 1.412

XGBoost 1.213

Note: Potency and gauge are not reported for OLS, random forest
and XGBoost because these models do not include variable selec-
tion. The results displayed correspond to average values of criteria
over 1000 replications.
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Table 7: Comparison of potency, gauge and MSE under linear effects and uncor-
related covariates

Model Rule of thumb Potency Gauge MSE

LASSO λ̂min 1 0.307 1.037

λ̂1se 1 0.032 1.077

AM α “ 0.05 1 0.052 1.034

α “ 0.01 1 0.011 1.020

GAMLA* λ̂min 01 0.252 1.066

λ̂1se 0.994 0.006 1.037

GAMA* α “ 0.05 1 0.052 1.047

α “ 0.01 1 0.010 1.038

GAMLA λ̂min 1 0.267 1.067

λ̂1se 0.995 0.008 1.037

GAMA α “ 0.05 1 0.055 1.048

α “ 0.01 1 0.011 1.038

GAMSEL λ̂min 1 0.373 1.033

λ̂1se 1 0.045 1.064

OLS 1.093

Random Forest 1.181

XGBoost 1.218

Note: Potency and gauge are not reported for OLS, random forest
and XGBoost because these models do not include variable selec-
tion. The results displayed correspond to average values of criteria
over 1000 replications.
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Table 8: Description of the variables in the Boston dataset

Variable Description
Medv Median value of owner-occupied homes in $1000s
Crim Per capita crime rate by town
Zn Proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25,000 square feet
Indus Proportion of non-retail business acres per town
Chas Charles River dummy variable (= 1 if tract bounds river, 0 otherwise)
Nox Nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10 million)
Rm Average number of rooms per dwelling
Age Proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940
Dis Weighted distances to five Boston employment centres
Rad Index of accessibility to radial highways
Tax Full-value property-tax rate per $10,000
Ptratio Pupil-teacher ratio by town
Black 1000pBk ´ 0.63q2, where Bk is the proportion of black persons by town
Lstat % Lower status of the population
Note: See Harrison Jr and Rubinfeld (1978) for more details on the dataset.

Table 9: Description of the variables in the credit card dataset

Variable Description
Card Dummy variable: 1 if application for credit card accepted, 0 if not
Reports Number of major derogatory reports
Age Age in years plus twelfths of a year
Income Yearly income (in USD 10,000)
Share Ratio of monthly credit card expenditure to yearly income
Expenditure Average monthly credit card expenditure
Owner Dummy variable: 1 if owns their home, 0 if rent
Selfemp Dummy variable: 1 if self employed, 0 if not
Dependents Number of dependents
Months Months living at current address
Majorcards Number of major credit cards held (0 or 1)
Active Number of active credit accounts
Note: See Greene (2003) for more details on the dataset.
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Table 10: Estimation results of non-parametric functions of GAMA associated
with the α “ 0.05 target size: Boston housing dataset

Variable Edf Df F-stat P-value
Crim 4.488 5 6.870 ă 0.001
Zn 0.000 5 0.000 0.681
Indus 1.840 5 2.308 0.001
Nox 0.235 5 0.067 0.200
Rm 3.997 5 55.557 ă 0.001
Age 4.164 5 3.271 0.002
Dis 4.974 5 26.247 ă 0.001
Tax 4.302 5 4.201 ă 0.001
Ptratio 0.000 5 0.000 0.458
Black 4.705 5 11.481 ă 0.001
Lstat 4.551 5 15.263 ă 0.001

Note: This table displays estimation results
of non-parametric functions of GAMA asso-
ciated with the α “ 0.05 target size for the
Boston housing dataset.

Table 11: Estimation results of non-parametric functions of GAMA associated
with the α “ 0.05 target size: Credit card dataset

Variable Edf Df F-stat P-value
Reports 3.222 5 35.754 ă 0.001
Age 2.715 5 1.595 0.023
Income 3.334 5 9.451 ă 0.001
Share 5.000 5 84.070 ă 0.001
Expenditure 4.770 5 5.821 ă 0.001
Dependents 1.120 5 2.425 ă 0.001
Months 2.070 5 0.990 0.067
Active 3.680 5 10.915 ă 0.001

Note: This table displays estimation results of
non-parametric functions of GAMA associated
with the α “ 0.05 target size for the credit card
dataset.
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